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to ..,.,_,.,..,_,,.,.k"'
meeting any of the
for development
infrastructme to move goods,
buildings, house
and so on.
addition,
in public
infrastructure creates jobs &'1d
provides income for Yukon
in
residents. It allows
oLher sectors to proceed.
This report looks at ,...,,,Ar·•n 1A 0
and directiOns
basis for development .,,_,..~~- . . ,_,.n.,.._,
six areas of~ ........,,.,..,,,....,.,,,..+ ......""
Specific actions are not
discussed here.
agreement on
objectives,
basis for evaluating
be in
future courses
on
place. But
infrastructure strategies is important
now because the general ideas here
will affect our course action.
The six areas are treated
separately even though some of the
objectives
directions are..., ................... . . .
for each area.
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n the past~
development schemes
have assumed that the construction of more
transportation
corridors was
the most effective answer to the problem of
development. Experience has often shown
otherwise. The narrow focus and emphasis on
transportation historically as the engine of
economic development obscured other factors
which were more
limiting
economic development than transportation
itself.
The recognition of transportation as a tool
of development rather
as a.1
itself
suggests that transportation planning and
development can t~ most
the service
of
sectors.
is the
the
followi..rig
objectives and
directions.

1.

operations

1. Recognize transportation as an economic
develooment toot
Tntnsportation crosses all economic sectors
and can serve to support development in each
of them with careful consideration of their
specific
an approach to transportation
development that considers a range of
f-·rrln0r-.Ar>t'lh,An options.
a range of choices, local and regional
interests can better control development to meet
their own
and minimize environmental
impacts through route and ca.._rrier alternatives.

consultation with

I

4.

• program .....................,..,'"' ......_. _. .
Devolution of ..."'''?'<,..,.,...,..,,..,
the
government~ particularly for highways
rural airports, will allow elimination
duplicate
that often make planning and
and expensive.
development
H .. .

a responsibility to
assume &."1 active and lead role transportation
development.
Public
V U ..LH...WcLij;;.

and private interests.
Environmental and
use plans and ""'""''""",,,,..,. .... H,..,
req urre ...,UL,_,.._ .....
priority to
~~~--r·'"'~'~
part of

a . . . ~LL<>•-''-'~

user conflicts in a
Page2
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extent.

resources

to

so.
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5. Government has an active and
role
in the development
regulation of a
cornmunications
that is affordable and
accessible to Y ukoners.
In assuming a
role, government is in a
position to ensure services and technologies are
integrated to best serve all
and
economic sector.

2.
and decentralize responsibility
for municipal
planning, management
and delivery to communities as they request it.

3. Establish
requirements
through community based economic and land
use plans.
4.

6. Participate in the federal-provincialterritorial communications policy development
process.
~
v~··~ ....,_,,u is a
by which
federal
can be sensitive to Yukon
concerns over broadcasting and
telecommunication.
direction is especially
to
remote communities.
!J .......

l

1.
·

II

..........

5. Maintain and develop comniunity
infrastructure according to recognized service
To ensure an acceptable quality
Yukon communities,
standards should
be consistent both within the
and on a
with
the provinces.

. . area of
life
Municipal infrastructure and
determfnes the kind ~~-~~~ .. ~~ . .~~~ Yukoners
live
Further, it affects Yukoners' decisions
on where they
to live,
a home, raise
a family, work and
It affects
long
people stay in
territory. The objectives and
directions below also reflect the desire for local
own affairs.
relevant
~.,...,..,.,..,,,.,..,.,.,,,...

a<'•'> 1'"'l rVFY'1' r>

towns.
infrastructure development to
business
development
to enhance quality of life.
Municipal infrastructure development
provides the services whJch make most
corrfillunities viable. Roads, water supplies,
waste disposal, electrical power,
conununications systems,
educational facilities are basic to the quality
people.
life most

I

1.

3 ... '"._.. . ,. ..........
managing
development.

q ..-.....L . . .L

is
the municipalities.
rely upon the the

. .,U

should
a
role
planning a...nd
municipal
responsibility of

>..A..U.-'.H.'4;;..Vi ... .>V•..L ... <H.4L'U'U.!.
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Assistance
to obtain
adequate ""V''"'""·""·"'""·
When
fu!d families cannot
obtain adequate and appropriate housing at an
affordable
government assistance
be

if
the social
the community.
'""""nc•1rio..-,co,rt

need
.......""'""'""...VH' which
assist these
reviewed
and updated on an ongoing basis to improve
quality of life
those people.
n!.rr..... .,.,....,..

5. Encourage local...,. .,..~._.,._, . . of housing
developments.
Encourage energy conservation home
where it is costrenovation and
effective to
so.
With energy as a major component
shelter
there are often sound economic
.........~......,....u ..
energy conservation
nm1srnl!! more affordable.
i;...
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and benefit from recreation and leisure
activities.

cultural fabric that holds residents and attracts
tourists.
3. Encourage local control to ensure
development of a supportive infrastructure that
maximizes local social and economic benefits.
To .further their skills and enjoyment in
recreation and leisure activities, communities
require recreational infrastrncture and most
importantly, recreation professionals ~nd
community control of recreation planning.

4. Equality of opoortunity.
people of the Yukon are
All regions and
entitled to equal opportunity to participate

all

In the years to come many decisions
to be made on how and where to improve
mfrastructure. These decisions are important.
The cost of putting in public services alone
underscores that. But with agreement on these
objectives and directions, the choices should be
easier.
~ave
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